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Abstract

Multifunctional metal nanoparticles (NPs) such as anisotropic multimetallic

NPs are crucial for boosting nanomaterial based applications. Advanced syn-

thetic protocols exist to make a large variety of such nanostructures. However,

a major limiting factor for the usability of them in real life applications is their

stability. Here, we show that Au/Pd octopods, 8-branched nanocrystals with Oh

symmetry, with only a low amount of Pd exhibited a high thermal stability and

maintained strong plasmon resonances up to 600 ◦C. Furthermore, we study the

influence of the composition, morphology and environment on the thermal stabil-

ity and define key parameters for the design of thermally stable multifunctional

NPs.
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Metal nanoparticles (NPs) are intriguing systems that are intensely studied because of

their broad range of functionalities, which can be exploited in a wide range of applications.

For example, due to their efficient interaction with light, involving localized surface plas-

mon resonances (LSPRs), metal NPs are used in optical and photothermal applications such

as sensing,1 optical data storage,2 photocatalysis3 and photovoltaics.4 Next to optical ap-

plications, biocompatible metal NPs such as Au or Pd NPs are promising candidates for

biomedical applications5 and are used as agents for drug delivery6 and hyperthermic can-

cer treatment.7 The list of physical properties, functionalities and applications is tightly

bound to the synthesis of novel morphologies and compositions of metal NPs. For example,

anisotropic NPs with sharp tips and corners exhibit orders of magnitude stronger field en-

hancements compared to spherical NPs.8 Multimetallic NPs can lead to synergistic effects

and novel physical or chemical properties.9

Due to this dependence of the physical and chemical properties on the morphology and

composition of metal NPs, a lot of effort has been put in the synthesis of novel metal

NPs.10,11 As the ability to manipulate the optical properties of metal NPs is mainly lim-

ited by the variety of NP shapes,8,12 most research has focused on understanding design

rules for creating novel NP morphologies.13,14 Over the last decades significant progress has

been made and NPs of various shapes and compositions can now be routinely synthesized.

Highly anisotropic nanostars,15 chiral,16 cage-like17 or octopodal NPs18 are just few exam-

ples. Especially, stellated NPs have attracted increasing attention due to their sharp tips

and consequently strong electric field enhancements and high refractive index sensitivity.19

Among them Au/Pd octopods have proven to be interesting systems due to a large degree

of synthesis control allowing for the tuning of their size, morphology and composition.18,20

Furthermore, the combination of a strong plasmonic material like Au with a catalytically
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active material such as Pd holds promise for many applications such as plasmon enhanced

catalysis,21,22 sensing23 and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).24 Au/Pd octopods

were especially shown to be highly valuable in sensing due to their large refractive index

sensitivity.18,25

Whereas synthesis design strategies of NP morphologies have made significant progress,26

one important factor is often overlooked in these strategies. In order to preserve the carefully

designed morphologies and functionalities, the stability of the NPs is of utmost importance.

Whereas the chemical stability can be enhanced by employing chemically inert metals such

as Au, the thermal stability of metal NPs poses a more serious problem as metal NPs are

surprisingly unstable even at temperatures hundreds of degrees Celsius below their melting

point. For example, the bulk melting point of Au is 1064 ◦C but Au NPs exhibit morpholog-

ical changes at temperatures as low as 100 ◦C.27 For laser-based applications temperatures

of a few hundred of degrees of Celsius are easily reached, especially if pulsed lasers are used,

and laser-induced deformation of metal NPs has been frequently observed.27–30 Similarly, for

applications where higher temperatures are involved such as (photo-)catalysis, metal NPs

might deform and lose their properties of interest.

One approach to enhance the thermal stability of metal NPs is the use of coatings that

hinder the migration of surface atoms.31,32 Especially rigid coatings like silica have proven to

greatly enhance the (photo)thermal stability of Au NPs.33–36 However, most coatings signif-

icantly hamper the usability of NPs in a large range of applications like catalysis or sensing

where the accessibility of the metal surface is a prerequisite. Alternatively, multimetallic sys-

tems can enhance the thermal stability compared to monometallic systems without blocking

the surface of the NP.37 For example, by introducing metals with a high melting point such

as Pd (1555 ◦C), NPs made of lower melting point metals like Au can be expected to improve

in thermal stability. However, the amount of studies to understand the thermal instability of

metal NPs is not at all linked to the fast progress of the synthesis of metal NPs and the ther-

mal stability of more complex shapes or multimetallic NPs has not been intensely researched
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so far. While design strategies have been established to carefully control the morphologies

of metal NPs, a current challenge is to also determine key factors and design strategies for

thermally stable metal NPs that can be employed for long lasting applications of the future.

Most thermal stability studies so far have been performed on large ensembles of metal

NPs by monitoring the shift of plasmon resonance upon heating or by making use of 2D

electron microscopy techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission

electron microscopy (TEM).38–41 However, these approaches are only reliable for symmetric

NPs such as nanorods, where direct interpretations can be made about the aspect ratio of

the nanorod from the plasmon resonance wavelength or 2D electron microscopy data. For

highly complex and anisotropic NPs, conclusions on the 3D morphology and heat-induced

morphological changes cannot be unambiguously drawn from 2D projection images or optical

techniques. To overcome these limitations, electron tomography is an ideal technique.42–44

The method uses a series of 2D projection images taken along different tilt angles over a

large angular range to reconstruct the 3D morphology and internal structure of the object.

Combined with the recent development of in situ heating holders that can tilt to high tilt

angles, thermal stability studies of complex NPs in 3D become feasible.45

Here, we study the thermal stability of Au/Pd octopods by in situ heating electron to-

mography experiments. We determine three key factors that need to be taken into account

when designing thermally stable metal NPs: composition, morphology and surrounding en-

vironment. First, we show that the addition of Pd to the octopods enhances the thermal

stability of the NPs by several hundreds of degrees Celsius. Second, we observe that the

curvature of the tips of the octopods plays an important role in the stability. Thirdly, the

environment needs to be taken into account when analyzing the thermal stability as heat-

ing under inert conditions increases the stability. Finally, we prove by electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS) that the excellent plasmonic properties of Au can be preserved for a

low amount of Pd, while obtaining a high thermal stability.
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Results and Discussion

Au/Pd octopods were synthesized by seed-mediated co-reduction, wherein Au and Pd salts

are co-reduced in the presence of Au seeds; this procedure allows for control over octopodal

size and composition.18 For comparison, all-Au octopods were prepared by omitting the Pd

salt from the synthesis.12 Full details can be found in the Supporting Information. The

thermal stability of the octopods was probed by heating electron tomography.45 In short,

after depositing the sample on a MEMS-based heating chip, high-angle annular dark-field

scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) tomography series of a single

octopod were taken before and after several heating steps. During the acquisition of the

tomography series the sample was cooled down to 25 ◦C after each heating step to ensure

that the particle did not change while the series were acquired. The heating time for each

step was chosen to be 5min for two reasons. It has been shown that most heat-induced de-

formation happens within the first minutes.27,45 Furthermore, by choosing a relatively short

heating time the overall experiment time could be reduced allowing for a fine temperature

sampling. The tomography series were reconstructed by making use of the ASTRA toolbox

implementation of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm.46,47 Details of the data acquisi-

tion and processing are given in the Methods section. In the following we discuss key factors

and design strategies for thermally stable metal NPs by varying three parameters during

heating: the morphology, composition and environment of the octopods.

Influence of composition on the thermal stability

Figure 1 and Supporting Movie M1 show the outcome of a typical heating tomography exper-

iment performed on a single Au/Pd octopod with a size (distance between opposite branches)

of about 150 nm and a Au/Pd atomic percent ratio of approximately 82/18. A tomography

series was taken at 25 ◦C and after heating for 5min at every 50 ◦C step between 200 ◦C and

900 ◦C. To be able to study a fine temperature sampling and hence many tomography series,
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Figure 1: 3D visualization of the same Au/Pd octopod before (25 ◦C) heating and after
heating for 5min at intermediate temperatures between 200 ◦C and 900 ◦C. The octopod is
about 150 nm in size (distance between opposite branches) with a Au/Pd at% ratio of 82/18.
Morphological changes of all tips are visible in the Supporting Movie M1.

we used a fast tomography approach to acquire the data presented in Figure 1 as recently

described elsewhere.45 By visual inspection of the reconstructions of the octopod at different

heating temperatures, it can be observed that the particle shape, including the sharp tips,

did not change morphology up to a heating temperature of 450 ◦C. Above 450 ◦C the tips

deformed with increasing heating temperature.

In order to quantify the observed deformation behaviour, the difference between recon-

structions at room temperature and at higher temperatures are calculated. In this manner,

the differences in morphology between the initial octopod shape and the heated octopod

shape at each temperature are obtained. Details of the procedure can be found in the Ex-

perimental section. Figure 2a displays the resulting 3D visualizations of the local volume

decrease upon heating superimposed on the 3D visualization of the octopod before heating.

Figure 2b presents the local volume increases after heating the octopod at 700 ◦C and 900 ◦C

for 5min. From Figure 2 it is clear that the local volume decreases are only located at the

tips, whereas the local volume increases are located at the sides of the octopod indicating

that atoms diffused from areas of high curvature to areas of low curvature. The calculated

difference reconstructions allow to determine the amount of redistributed volume which is
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Figure 2: Volume redistribution of the heated octopod from Figure 1. a) 3D visualizations
of local volume decreases (golden colour) at different heating temperatures superimposed
with the initial octopod morphology (purple). b) 3D visualizations of local volume increases
after heating to 700 ◦C and 900 ◦C. The full series of local volume increases and decreases
for all temperatures is shown in Figure S2. c) Redistributed volume for the same octopod
as a function of heating temperature.

plotted in Figure 2c. Up to 750 ◦C the volume redistribution increased gradually up to 4%.

At higher temperatures the rate of volume redistribution accelerated and after heating at

900 ◦C almost 10% of the total volume of the octopod redistributed. We verified that the

same trend was observed for other octopods of the same synthesis batch (black curves in

Figure S3). While the composition of the heated Au/Pd octopods did not change over the

course of a heating experiment (Figure S4a,c), metal redistribution took place upon heating.

The unheated octopods exhibited a Pd-enriched shell (Figure S5). Upon heating Au and Pd

redistributed and at 800 ◦C the octopods were fully alloyed (Figure S5). This transition from

a Pd-enriched shell to an alloyed particle could be an additional reason for the increasing

rate of redistributed volume at higher temperatures. If Pd moves away from the surface, a
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Figure 3: Influence of composition. a) 3D local volume decrease visualizations of a Au only
octopod after heating at 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C for 5min. b) Percentage of redistributed volume
of two Au octopods (blue and red curves) compared to the Au/Pd octopod from Figure 1
(black curve).

higher content of Au atoms will most likely lead to a higher atom mobility at the surface.

To test how far the addition of Pd enhanced the thermal stability of anisotropic NPs,

we first compare the obtained results to the thermal stability of pure Au octopods. As

displayed in Figure 3a, a clear deformation of the pure Au octopods was already visible at

200 ◦C and significant at 300 ◦C. Figure 3b compares the redistributed volume of the Au/Pd

octopod displayed in Figure 2 with the results for two Au octopods. For the Au octopods

the initial deformation was 2 times higher at 200 ◦C and 8 times higher at 300 ◦C compared

to the Au/Pd octopods. At higher temperatures the deformation slowed down and halted.

This effect can be most likely attributed to the electron beam induced transformation of

the surrounding ligands into a protective carbon shell as observed for other Au NPs.48 This

carbon shell most likely hinders surface diffusion and could be the reason for the slowing

down of the deformation of the pure Au octopods. This is supported by the observation that

Au octopods, that were not irradiated by the electron beam, lost all prominent morphological

features at 200 ◦C (Figure S14). While it can be concluded that the addition of Pd has a

significant influence on the thermal stability of the octopod, the thermal stability did not

decrease when lowering the Au/Pd atomic percent ratio to approximately 91:9 (Figure S7a-

c). Interestingly, the octopod with 9 at% of Pd exhibited about two times less redistributed
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Figure 4: Comparison of the thermal stability of octopods with different morphologies. 3D
visualizations before and after heating to 600 ◦C as well as the local volume decrease of a)
an octopod with blunt tips and a Au/Pd atomic percent ratio of 92/8. b) an octopod with
sharp tips and a Au/Pd atomic percent ratio of 83/17 of the same volume. c) an octopod
with blunt tips and a Au/Pd atomic percent ratio of 90/10 with a 2 times larger volume
than the other two octopods. All octopods were heated under the same conditions on the
same heating chip.

volume compared to an octopod with 17 at% Pd that was heated on the same chip under

the same conditions (Figure S7d-f). This difference might stem from a slight difference in

morphology as the octopods originated from two different synthesis batches. Thus, with

a addition of only 9 at% of Pd the thermal stability of the octopods can be significantly

enhanced compared to Au only octopods.

Influence of morphology on the thermal stability

To study the influence of the sharpness of the octopods’ tips in more detail, we compared

the thermal stability of an octopod with blunt tips to one with very sharp tips of the same

volume (V = 5.3·105 nm3). 3D visualizations of these two octopods are presented in Figure

4a and b before heating (left column) and after heating at 600 ◦C for 5min (middle column).

The right column in Figure 4 displays the difference reconstruction of the octopods before
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and after heating. It can be observed that the morphology of the octopod with blunt tips

changed less compared to the one with sharp tips resulting in a similar morphology of both

octopods after heating. This can also be seen in the quantitative difference of redistributed

volume as 6±1% of volume was redistributed for the octopod with sharp tips whereas only

half of that value was redistributed for the octopod with blunt tips.

To evaluate whether volume plays a significant role in the stability, we performed the

same experiment on a blunt-tipped octopod with a 2 times larger volume (V = 1.0·106 nm3)

than the octopod with blunt tips presented in Figure 4a (V = 0.5·106 nm3). The results

are presented in Figure 4c. Alike to the smaller octopod with blunt tips the larger octopod

also barely deformed exhibiting the same volume redistribution as the smaller blunt-tipped

octopod. Thus, in this case it can be concluded that a particle with a smaller size but same

morphological features is not less stable than a larger particle. This is valid for the size

differences studied here and might differ for sizes with orders of magnitude difference. It

needs to be noted that the results presented in Figure 4 were obtained under the exact same

conditions as both samples were deposited on the same heating chip and hence heated at the

same time. Thus, possible differences in temperatures can be excluded and the difference in

stability can mostly be attributed to the initial difference in morphology. The octopods with

sharp tips are less likely stable since the high curvature of the tips induces surface diffusion

of the atoms to lower curvature areas.30,45 The blunt tips are known to be {111} faceted49

and the outcome of our experiments suggests that these facets could furthermore enhance

the stability.

Influence of environment on the thermal stability

Due to the variety of possible applications for the Au/Pd octopods, the environments in which

these particles are used in, can range from inert to oxidizing conditions. Next to shape and

composition, the surrounding environment of the nanoparticles can also be expected to play

a role in their stability. To compare the inert vacuum conditions to an oxidizing environment
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Figure 5: Influence of surrounding environment. a) 3D visualizations of an octopod with
sharp tips heated in air. b) 3D visualizations of local volume decreases at different tem-
peratures. c) 3D visualizations of the local volume increase at 800 ◦C. d) Percentage of
redistributed volume for two octopods heated in air (blue and red curve) compared to the
octopod of the same sample heated in vacuum from Figure 1 (black curve).

we performed a heating experiment in air. Therefore, we heated a Si3N4 heating chip with

deposited octopods with sharp tips from the same batch as the octopod in Figure 1 in a static

air oven at a desired temperature for 5min and performed tomography on the same octopod

before heating and after every heating step. Figure 5a displays the 3D visualizations of the

same octopod heated at 200 ◦C, 400 ◦C, 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C for 5min each. The corresponding

3D visualizations of the redistributed volume at each temperature are shown in Figure 5b and

c. Similar to the octopods heated in vacuum, the tips deformed first and volume redistributed

to areas of lower curvature (Figure 5c). The quantitative comparison of volume redistribution

for octopods heated in vacuum (black curves) and air (red and blue curve) is presented in

Figure 5d. It can be seen that an increasing rate of distributed volume with increasing heating

temperature is also observed for the air heated octopods. However, the rate increase is higher

for the air heated octopods at higher temperatures. To specify, for the octopods heated in

air the volume distribution was about 4 times higher at temperatures above 400 ◦C resulting

in a complete deformation to a spherical-like shape at 800 ◦C. We confirmed that the Au/Pd

ratio did not change over the course of the experiment (Figure S4b,c) and similarly to the

experiment in vacuum, a transition from a Pd-enriched shell to a fully alloyed nanoparticle

occurred (Figure S6).
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Figure 6: In situ heating EELS measurements. a) HAADF-STEM images of the octopod
at different heating temperatures. b) Distal LSPR resonance extracted at the middle right
tip (marked by white squares in a)). c)-f) Plasmon maps of the distal LSPR resonances at
different heating temperatures. The legend for the mapped intensities is shown on the right.

The curvature of anisotropic Au NPs has recently been identified as a key factor in the

thermal stability of the particles.30,45 Taylor et al. showed that the main reshaping mecha-

nism of gold nanorods is curvature-driven surface diffusion of atoms and that nanorods with

higher aspect ratio and thus higher curvature deform easier than lower curvature nanorods.30

We recently directly visualized for gold nanostars in 3D that indeed atoms from areas of

high curvature diffuse towards areas of low curvature45 and this reshaping mechanism of

curvature-driven surface diffusion is confirmed by our work here. However, from the pre-

sented data it becomes clear that morphology is not the only factor that influences the

thermal stability.

We identified that the composition of the octopod played a major role in the stability

upon heating. The results for the pure Au octopods are expected and in line with previous

studies on anisotropic Au NPs. For example, Au NRs were shown to already decrease in

aspect ratio after heating at 100 ◦C for 5min and fully reshaped to spherical NPs after

heating at 250 ◦C for 30min.27 Similarly, the tips of Au nanostars started to deform after

heating for 30 s at 200 ◦C and significantly deformed after heating for 30 s at 300 ◦C.45 As

can be seen in Figure 3 the Au octopods did not exhibit as sharp tips as the nanostars or the

Au/Pd octopods. Yet, they already deformed at 200 ◦C. In contrast, the Au/Pd octopods
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did not show any change in shape up to 450 ◦C. To some extent it is expected that the

addition of Pd leads to a higher thermal stability as Pd has a higher melting temperature

(1555 ◦C) in comparison to Au (1064 ◦C). Consequently, it has been observed that the melting

temperature of Au/Pd nanoparticles increases with increasing Pd content.50 However, our

results show that the addition of only a few percent of Pd is sufficient to tremendously

increase the thermal stability compared to Au NPs.

One concern about the addition of Pd is that it might hamper the plasmonic properties

as Pd is a material with strong intrinsic damping. However, combined with a superior

plasmonic material such as gold, good plasmonic properties of the combined structure can be

obtained. For Au/Pd octopods such as the ones studied here, narrow and strongly localized

plasmon resonances at the tips were observed.49 By comparing the distal and nominal LSPR

resonances of a Au/Pd with 10 at% of Pd and a Au octopod presented in Figure S10, we

confirm that here. Although the LSPR resonances were broader for the Au/Pd octopod

due to the presence of interband transitions for Pd resulting in plasmon damping,49,51 the

intensities of the LSPR resonances were as strong as for the Au octopod (Figure S10c).

Additionally, the LSPR resonances for the Au/Pd octopod were indeed strongly localized at

the sharp tips (Figure S10a).

As mainly the sharp tips deform upon heating and since these are crucial for strong

plasmon resonances and plasmonic applications, it is important to investigate the plasmonic

properties upon heating. Therefore, we performed in situ electron-energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS) measurements. Figure 6 summarizes the results for an octopod with sharp tips and a

Au/Pd atomic percent ratio of about 84/16 which did not change over the course of heating

(Figure S4a,c). Figure 6a displays the HAADF-STEM images of the octopod at 25 ◦C,

400 ◦C, 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C. These projection images as well as the plasmon maps were taking

at a tilt angle of -60 ° as at this angle six out of the eight tips of the particle were visible.

Figure 6b displays the measured low loss EELS spectra of the middle right tip (marked by

white squares) after zeroloss peak subtraction (see the Experimental section for details). The
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observed peak can be attributed to the distal LSPR of the octopod which corresponds to

the three right tips that are surrounded by vacuum.49 The three left tips visible in Figure 6a

were touching the Si3N4 support which resulted in a damped and red-shifted nominal LSPR

(Figure S8b).

Prior to heating the distal LSPR is located around 1.7 eV. This measured resonance is

blue-shifted compared to the average ensemble plasmon resonance of the octopod sample

with sharp tips which is at 1.4 eV (895 nm, Figure S1) due to a decrease in the surrounding

refractive index of the EELS measurements which were performed in vacuum. In Figure

6c it can be seen that the distal mode is strongly localized at the tips of the octopod. A

quantitative comparison for the different heating temperatures showed that the distal LSPR

resonance barely lost intensity and did not shift significantly upon heating up to 600 ◦C (red

and blue curve in Figure 6b and Figures 6d,e). Only at 800 ◦C a clear drop in intensity

can be observed (magenta curve in Figure 6b and Figure 6f). The results for the nominal

LSPR maps are shown in Figure S8c-e. Whereas the distal mode preserved a clear field

enhancement localized around the three right tips up to 600 ◦C, the nominal mode LSPR

strength was significantly decreased for two out of the three left tips at 400 ◦C. This decrease

in intensity is mainly attributed to the deformation of the tips. The three right tips (distal

LSPR modes) were sharper at 400 ◦C and 600 ◦C compared to the three left tips (nominal

modes) which naturally results in a stronger field enhancement. A reason for this could be

the direct contact of the left tips with the heating support, although this effect was not

observed for the tomography experiments presented above. The deformation of the left tips

from sharp to blunt tips also led to the observed blue-shift of the nominal LSPR mode

(Figure S8b) from 1.2 eV at 25 ◦C to about 1.7 eV at 800 ◦C.

Next to the morphology and composition, the surrounding environment in which the

particle was heated influenced the stability as well. Octopods of the same synthesis batch

and thus with the same composition and shape were more stable when heated in vacuum than

in air (Figures 1 and 5). Although the electron beam could enhance the stability during the in
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situ experiments in vacuum due to the transformation of the ligands into a protective carbon

shell as shown for Au NRs,48 for the Au/Pd octopods this influence seems to be only relevant

for heating temperatures above 600 ◦C (Figures S11 and S12). Interestingly, a similar effect

of the electron beam was observed for the octopods heated in air (Figure S13). Additionally,

there is likely a temperature discrepancy between the MEMS heating chips and the static air

oven as a difference in temperature of about 75 ◦C - 90 ◦C between in situ TEM and ex situ

measurements was recently proposed to explain discrepancies in alloying temperatures.52

Therefore, we confirmed the in situ results for different heating chips and the same synthesis

batch of octopods with sharp tips and observed the same qualitative trend for all octopods.

Despite minor quantitative differences in redistributed volume, all octopods that were heated

in vacuum were more stable than the ones heated in air (Figure S3). Furthermore, the shape

evolution of the octopods differed for both environments. In vacuum, the highly deformed

octopods stayed faceted, whereas in air the octopods deformed to a spherical shape. These

results point towards more fundamental differences in the deformation mechanism in air and

vacuum most likely involving the burning of the ligands in air. In fact, CTAB is known to

decompose at temperatures above 250 ◦C in air53 which could explain the accelerated rate

of redistributed volume at higher temperatures compared to heating in vacuum.

Conclusions

To conclude, Au/Pd octopods displayed an improved thermal stability preserving their com-

plete morphology up to 450 ◦C when heated in vacuum. Three main parameters were studied

to understand their influence on the thermal stability of the NPs. First, the initial mor-

phology of the octopods influenced their stability as only half of the volume percent, that

was redistributed for octopods with sharp tips, redistributed for octopods with blunt tips.

Second, at higher temperatures the surrounding environment notably played a role in the

stability of the octopods as well and octopods heated in air exhibited 4 times more vol-
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ume redistribution compared to octopods heated in vacuum at temperatures above 400 ◦C.

Finally, the addition of only 10 at% of Pd significantly stabilized the octopods as Au only

particles already reshaped at 200 ◦C and showed 8 times stronger volume redistribution at

300 ◦C. It is interesting to note that, despite the addition of the poor plasmonic metal Pd to

the Au/Pd octopods strong field enhancements localized at the tips of the octopods could be

observed up to 600 ◦C making Au/Pd octopods promising candidates for applications where

high temperatures are needed.

Experimental

Synthesis of Au/Pd and Au octopods

In a first step, Au octahedra were synthesized by a previously reported hydrothermal method

in a 30mL vial.54 To obtain the Au/Pd octopods, seed-mediated co-reduction was performed

as previously described with modifications.55 The all Au octopods were prepared by sequen-

tial overgrowth of the Au octahedra. While the Au/Pd octopods can be prepared with sharp

tips, all-Au octopods with similarly sharp tips have yet to be realized synthetically, presum-

ably because of the higher diffusion rate of Au on Au compared to Pd on Au.56 Details on

the synthesis can be found in the Supporting Information.

In situ electron tomography, heating and EELS

The conventional tilt series for the HAADF-STEM heating tomography were acquired using

a FEI Tecnai Osiris electron microscope operated at 200 kV using a DENSsolutions Wildfire

tomography heating holder with MEMS-based heating chips. The fast tomography series

were obtained at an aberration-corrected cubed FEI-Titan electron microscope operated at

300 kV using the same heating holder. To ensure a larger temperature homogeneity, where

possible we chose particles in the middle of the chip, and for a direct comparison, we chose

particles that were lying close to each other. The target temperature was reached within
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a few seconds and for every chosen temperature the heating time was 5min after which

the sample was cooled back down to 25 ◦C for the acquisition of the tomography series.

The octopods were generally lying in the same orientation on the heating chip with four

branches touching the support and the other four branches being surrounded by vacuum.

As the thermal conductivity of the metal nanoparticles is high, we do not expect significant

temperature gradients in the particle.

For the heating experiments performed in air, a static air furnace was used (Carbolite

CWF1300). The octopods were deposited on the same support as for the in situ measure-

ments (MEMS heating chip) and placed in the preheated oven and heated for 5min at the

desired temperature.

For the data presented in Figure 1 a fast tomography approach was applied as described

elsewhere45 to obtain a fine temperature sampling. For the rest of the presented data, the

series were acquired by taking 49 projection images over an angular range of ± 72◦ with a

tilt increment of 3◦ with a frame time of 8 s.

To determine the Au/Pd ratios of the octopods, EDX maps were obtained using the

Super-X detector of the Tecnai Osiris or FEI Titan electron microscope. The maps were

generally acquired for about 10min at a current of about 150 pA. The EDX data were

quantified using the Cliff-Lorimer method. The errors for the quantified Au and Pd content

were about 9 at% for Au and 1 at% for Pd.

The EELS measurements were performed at an aberration-corrected cubed FEI-Titan

electron microscope operated at 300 kV using the same heating holder. The same heating

protocol was used as for the in situ tomography experiments and the EELS maps were

obtained after cooling down to 25 ◦C after each heating step. The EELS data analysis was

performed with Hyperspy 1.3.2.57 First, the zeroloss peaks were aligned and then subtracted

from the rest of the spectra by fitting a zeroloss peak of a background region as a scalable

fixed pattern. To quantify the EELS maps, three spectral contributions were identified. Next

to the distal and nominal LSPR mode, the third contribution can be ascribed to interband
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transitions (Figure S9).49 To obtain the spatial distributions of the modes, the three scalable

fixed patterns were used as an input for fitting a combination of the three modes to each

pixel. In order to quantitatively compare the EELS spectra and maps, a correction factor

was applied to the intensity. For that, first the mean intensity of the different spectrum

images were obtained before zeroloss peak subtraction. Then, the ratio of the maximum of

the mean intensity was used as the correction factor for the intensity making a quantitative

comparison between different spectra and maps possible.

Reconstruction of tomography data and data analysis

After alignment of the projection images by using a cross correlation, the stacks of aligned

projection images served as inputs for 20 iterations of the Expectation Maximization recon-

struction implemented in the ASTRA toolbox.46,47

To calculate the difference reconstructions and quantify the redistributed volume, the

reconstructions of the experiment of the same octopod at different temperatures were first

aligned using intensity based rigid registration.45 Then, the reconstructions for each octo-

pod were segmented by choosing thresholds for the reconstructions at different temperatures

that resulted in the same total volume of the octopod. By performing the alignment and

segmentation as described it can be ensured that the difference in reconstructions is rep-

resentative of local volume increases and decreases. The error of redistributed volume was

determined in the following way. First, the redistributed volume was calculated for each

pair of reconstructions at consecutive temperatures. Then, these values were compared to

the corresponding differences obtained from Figures 2c, 3b and 5d. The discrepancy was

generally within ±1% which was taken as the error of redistributed volume.

It should be noted that the quantitative comparison between the Au/Pd and Au octopods

as well as for the different environments are presented with respect to the Au/Pd octopod

heating results presented in Figures 1 and 2. Due to possible temperature inhomogeneities

on the heating chip as well as calibration differences for different heating chips, these factors
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might change (see Figure S3).
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